The informational content of RNA sequencing is currently far from being completely explored. Most of the analyses focus on processing tables of counts or finding isoform deconvolution via exon junctions. This article presents a comparison of several techniques that can be used to estimate differential expression of exons or small genomic regions of expression, based on their coverage function shapes. The problem is defined as finding the differentially expressed exons between two samples using local expression profile normalization and statistical measures to spot the differences between two profile shapes. Initial experiments have been done using synthetic data, and real data modified with synthetically created differential patterns. Then, 160 pipelines (5 types of generator Â 4 normalizations Â 8 difference measures) are compared. As a result, the best analysis pipelines are selected based on linearity of the differential expression estimation and the area under the ROC curve. These platform-independent techniques have been implemented in the Bioconductor package rnaSeqMap. They point out the exons with differential expression or internal splicing, even if the counts of reads may not show this. The areas of application include significant difference searches, splicing identification algorithms and finding suitable regions for QPCR primers.
INTRODUCTION
The advances in the throughput of next-generation sequencers have recently enabled the sequencing of transcriptomes of many higher species. In contrast to the microarray data the whole transcriptome sequencing does not have any pre-assumptions on what transcripts are being measured. There is also a middle-of-the road solution, i.e. sequencing with enrichment of sequences of interest. Either way, RNA sequencing produces a lot of data, which is currently not fully explored.
According to Garber et al. (1) there are three main classes of RNA sequencing software for the secondary analysis, after the mapping of reads. These are, the finding of differential expression from read counts, finding novel regions of expression and the discovering of exonic composition of transcripts.
The first type of analysis is represented by inter alia (2) (3) (4) . It is in fact similar to the analysis of microarrays, with the difference that the input count table can be adjusted to any annotation expressed by genomic ranges. In addition, the tests based upon the negative binomial distribution are expected to be at least a partial solution to the issue of few replicates, since the RNA sequencing experiments are still quite expensive in comparison to microarrays. Either way, the important condition is ensuring a proper depth of coverage (5) .
The transcriptome reconstruction by discovering expressed regions and deconvolution of isoforms can be performed by (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) . In most cases the tools use junction reads or paired reads to discover splice junctions and compose appropriate isoforms using graph methods. Those methods rely greatly on the quality of the sequencing itself as junctions are still hard to quantitate precisely.
This article proposes a new way of exploring the informational value of RNA sequencing data, based upon different methods of comparison of coverage shapes. It goes beyond the first type of analysis (tests based upon counts of reads) because it takes into account not only a number, but also a distribution of reads within a genomic region. It should also be complementary to exon junction analysis, as we show methods of analysing exons where the differences in the splice sites can be discovered without using the junction data. According to the classification in (1) the novel method described here is probably closest to 'differential expression analysis' but not count based, like many current methods: (6, (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) . The goal of the research described is to devise a novel set of methods that can be used to differentiate the coverage function of reads in genomic regions. To achieve this we applied a number of transformations that process and quantify the coverage shape. The methods described below are designed to be independent of any hardware platform and mapping algorithm, so should be applicable to any type of RNA sequencing project: with an available coverage function. The testing methodology itself was inspired by the paper (16) on comparing microarray processing pipelines.
In the conclusions, it is pointed out how the new transformations and measures can be used to find alternative splicing or novel types of genomic signatures. The methods have been published as functions in the Bioconductor package rnaSeqMap (17) and the code is also available in the Supplementary File S1.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Definition of the coverage difference measure
This article presents pipelines that consist of a data generator, normalization method and a function for comparing two profiles of a coverage function. The coverage function itself can be defined in the context of RNA sequencing experiment as follows:
Definition 1 Coverage function
For a genome range, defined as D(chr,st,en,strand) of length l = en À st+1, and set of reads G k mapped to the region, the coverage function C D is defined for each nucleotide in D as the count of reads that have been aligned to this nucleotide.
The coverage function is represented in the R code as the NucleotideDistr object (17).
Synthetic and semi-synthetic data generators
Generators are, in this context, functions that convert a coverage on a given region into another coverage function by imposing a specific type of degeneration, measured by the level of degeneration d (see Figure 1) .
The synthetic data have the form of a single cycle of absolute value of a sinusoid, given by:
where mm ¼ max k2D ðC D ðkÞÞ, which is the maximum of the coverage in the real biological sample.
For the second sample, one 'hump' of this coverage function is modified into a profile given by:
where d is the 'degeneration coefficient' between 0 and 1 of the coverage profile.
In the case of semi-synthetic data, the C(k) is a real coverage function from an RNA sequencing experiment, and the generators of the modified coverage are as follows:
The 'additive generator' adds a proportion of the maximum coverage to a part of the coverage function, defined by the parameter s. It is in the range (0, l). By default the number of nucleotides modified s = 0.5*l.
The 'multiplicative generator' scales the coverage of s nucleotides to a factor of d+1.
where s 2 (0, l ) The 'truncation generator' simulates a 'truncated' coverage function-in biology this could represent the case of an alternative transcription start site.
The 'peak generator' simulates a peak of coverage caused by many identical reads of length rl, aligned to the region starting at position s within the region, and mm ¼ max 
Normalization of coverage function
Normalizations of the coverage functions are used only on a particular shape in a defined genome range D(chr,st,en,strand). All the normalizations presented below are local ones, which can be performed on a single coverage profile, as opposed to the global normalization methods between samples or between genes, described e.g. by ref. (11 This transformation divides each value by the sum of all reads for all the nucleotides within range, so gives scaling by a fixed factor that also moves the values into the <0, 1> range. It is required for the case where the coverage function is supposed to be treated as a density function of specific nucleotide expression. With this transformation, the coverage function will fulfill the assumptions of being a density function.
It is possible to combine the normalizations one after another or not to use normalization at all. Then the notation is N mMD and N none , respectively.
Difference measures
In this study, a number of difference measures have been used to calculate the distance between coverage shapes. The domain of the coverage function is a set of natural numbers within the contiguous range of nucleotides, so it is not possible to apply operators like derivatives or integration from calculus. That is way we use the operator int (pseudo-integral) and diff (pseudo-derivative) of the coverage function C. The first one is defined in the range <a,b> as follows:
where a and b are some values from range D that a < b. This operator has similar interpretation as the integral of the function. By analogy, diff operator of the coverage function C is defined as:
diff CðkÞ ð Þ¼CðkÞ À Cðk À 1Þ; 8 k2ðst;en ð10Þ
It is defined on the discrete domain and gives the information about changes in the shape of function C.
The following measures have been considered:
Area under the curve of differences 1 (DA). The first difference measure has following form:
where C 1 , C 2 are the coverage functions to be compared. It does not need any normalization. However, if coverage functions are normalized to the range <0, 1> the the values of M DA are in this range as well.
Area under the curve of differences 2 (DDA). This measure is similar to the previous one. However, it uses diff(C 1 ) and diff(C 2 ) instead of C 1 and C 2 , respectively. It can be written as follows:
QQ measure 1 (QQ). In this case it is assumed that the data coming from C 1 , C 2 -two considered coverage functions after normalization are normally distributed. Based on this assumption, quantiles of the data are derived. The difference measure in this case is computed as follows:
where x k , y k are the quantiles of C 1 (k) and C 2 (k), respectively.
QQ measure 2 (QQD).
To determine the next difference measure, first diff(C 1 ) and diff(C 2 ) are computed. Similarly to the previous measure, it is assumed that the data coming from the considered functions diff(C 1 ) and diff(C 2 ) after normalization are normally distributed and the appropriate quantiles are derived. The difference measure is then of the following form:
where x 0 k ; y 0 k are the quantiles of diff(C 1 (k)) and diff(C 2 (k)), respectively. PP measure 1 (PP). This difference measure requires density normalization. Coverage functions C 1 and C 2 after this normalization fulfill the conditions of being the probability density function of the expression level of nucleotide k from range D. After transformation to the cumulative distribution functions values of C 1 (k) and C 2 (k) are considered as the coordinates for the pp-plot. Based on this, the difference measure M PP is derived as follows:
PP measure 2 (PPD). This measure is similar to the M PP . However, it is based on diff(C 1 ) and diff(C 2 ) functions instead of the coverage functions C 1 and C 2 . This means that after density normalization diff(C 1 ) and diff(C 2 ) it can be treated as the density functions of differences in the expression level between adjacent nucleotides. After transformation to the cumulative distribution functions, values of diff(C 1 (k)) and diff(C 2 (k)) are considered as the coordinates for the pp-plot. Based on this, the difference measure M PPD is derived as follows:
Local extrema heuristics 1 (HD1). This measure is called the 'hump difference' as it operates on the extrema of coverage profiles that often have a shape reminiscent of camels (although with more than two humps). For this measure normalization that results with the values of coverage function in the range <0, 1> is needed. We denote L 1 and L 2 as sets of nucleotides for which all the local maxima of coverage functions C 1 and
In that case the M HD1 difference measure is defined as follows:
Since the coverage function after normalization has values in range <0, 1>, then M HD1 measure is the range <0, 1> as well. The notation # here means the count of the set of extrema.
Local extrema heuristics 2 (HD2). The last difference measure is similar to the previous one, but with a different normalization factor in the denominator. Using the same notation it has following form:
If some k 2 L 1 also belongs to L 2 , then M HD2 results in lower values compared to M HD1 . On the other hand, the difference in the counts of L 1 and L 2 increases the value of this measure compared to the previous one. In the case when #L 1 = #L 2 and L 1 \ L 2 =, M HD2 gives the same results as M HD1 .
Numeric experiments processing flow
Numeric experiments have been conducted using synthetic, semi-synthetic and real data (Figure 2) . In all the cases, a combination of normalization and statistical measure has been tested. In the case of synthetic and semi-synthetic data, appropriate data generators, as described above, have been used. In all the cases, Synthetic data. In this case, only the regions' genome coordinates and maximal coverage levels have been used to construct the profiles with the generators C sin and C synth . For each of the 3000 regions both profiles have been generated, with a random level of degeneration d, ranging from 0 to 1. Then all the combinations of the normalization and measure have been calculated for all the pairs.
Semi-synthetic data. This case took the first profile in the pair from real coverage in a rhabdomyosarcoma sample. Then, using the generators C peak , C add , C trunc and C mult the second profile was created, using the fixed parameters s = 0.5, rl = 50 as described in equations (3), (4) and (6) and the random d level vector, as for synthetic data. Once again, for all the pairs of real and generated profile, the normalizations were performed and measures calculated.
For both synthetic and semi-synthetic datasets, the relationship between the values of the measures and the degeneration level d has been taken into account. The processing pipelines (consisting of generator, normalization and measure) were compared based on the linearity of the measures as a function of d, according to the Pearson correlation. In addition, the measures are treated as binary classifiers using the cutoff level of d=(0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8). ROC curves were calculated and best measures selected using the area under the curves.
Real data. In the case of real data, the same genomic ranges have been used, but coverage profile pairs were taken from two samples of an alveolar and an embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma sample (BAM files with genes available in Supplementary File S2). Initially, the second sample has been normalized to the total number of reads in the sequencing output by multiplying all the coverage values by a factor of 2.216128. Then all the normalizations and measures described above were performed on the two samples. The coverage pipelines have been also compared to the count-based fold change and P-values from DESeq test (2) .
RESULTS
Synthetic data experiment
For the synthetic data, there is a group of combinations of the normalization and difference measures that can distinguish well between the original symmetric bimodal coverage and the coverage with one of the maxima Figure 2 . Pipeline for processing the coverages. The data from a short read sequencer may be mapped by any mapper and processed into BAM files with known genomic annotation. Then, using the Bioconductor libraries RSamtools and rnaSeqMap, they are processed as coverage profiles using generators of modifications, normalizations and statistical measures. Finally, the output of the measures and their matching degeneration levels are checked using correlations and ROC curves.
increased. There are 10 combinations that have correlation of d and a measure higher than 0.8 ( Figure 3) , and all the values of AUC higher than 0.8 (for all the thresholds of d, see Figure 4 ). These are:
Among those are all the pipelines for the M DA . The measure M PP performs well only in the case of density or min-max-density normalizations. The other four measures, including local extrema heuristics perform well only with min-max normalization. All the other pipelines have much worse results of both correlation and AUC (see Figure 4 and Supplementary File S3).
Semi-synthetic data
In the case of semi-synthetic data, the results differ according to the generator applied, as each of them simulates different transcriptomic phenomena.
Additive generator. This generator modifies the real coverage function in such a way that d of the maximum coverage value is added to the part of the genome region. This is the way in which splicing within the exon would occur due to alternative transcription start or end sites.
In the case of the additive generator, the M DA measure with no normalization, by far outperforms all the other pipelines ( Figures 5 and 6) . The M DA , with any of the normalizations, is still one of best measures, especially for low levels of threshold d. The next best measure is M HD1 after Min-Max normalization. Truncation generator. The generator C trunc , like the additive generator, also simulates the influence of alternative transcription start sites in the studied region. However, in this case, the effect of an alternative transcription start site is not a mixture of two exon effects, but the switching on of the transcription in a place not defined as an exon boundary.
The M DA measure performs very well in this case too, especially for small levels of d threshold. The classifying efficiency becomes worse for the normalized M DA and higher d. For higher d, the M PP with density normalization has the highest AUC result, also M QQ performs relatively well.
Multiplicative generator. This generator is expected to simulate the situation where the increase in expression in the part of the region is proportional to its value for each nucleotide. It is assumed that the transcription machinery produces longer and shorter versions of the exon by doing multiple runs over the DNA. The shape of coverage is therefore mainly the result of phenomena such as GC content-related sequence amplification in the sequencer.
In this case, methods with no normalization perform better than others. Best in terms of AUC is again not normalized M DA , closely followed by density normalized M PP . However, the shape of ROC curves is highly different for various pipelines. The M PP with density normalization reaches a high level of true positives very fast, but then gets flat almost asymptotically, while other measures can reach almost 100% of sensitivity for higher levels of false negatives.
Peak generator. This generator simulates a peak of the width of a single read in the coverage profile, so it has a different interpretation. The measures that perform well on the data obtained with this generator, find artifacts rather than real biological phenomena. As expected, the M DA does not find the difference as efficiently as other measures. Still, the other measures have the best predictive power here, when used without normalization.
For the full set of correlations and AUC values and for the full set of plots of analytic pipelines performance, see the Supplementary File 3. 
Real data analysis
The results of testing all the pipelines on two samples of real data are presented as a heatmap (Figure 7 ). Although the pipelines have different ranges of the results on the log scale, they tend to agree on most of the regions. There is some 10% of the regions (right side of the heatmap) where the pipelines give highly spurious numeric results. In particular, the M HD1 and M HD2 tend to give results contrary to the other measures for this fraction of genomic regions.
It can be also observed that the pipelines happen to cluster together; there is a cluster that all the non-normalized pipelines fall into, except the M DA -which clusters with most of the normalized pipelines.
The comparison to the count-based methods with the best performing pipelines (M DA without normalization and M PP with density normalization) is shown in the Figure 8 . Although the correlation between count-based fold changes and the measures reaches 0.4 in some cases, there is no clear correspondence between the count-based methods and the studied pipelines. This proves that there is always a group of exons that will not be found as differentially expressed according to counts, but will be clearly different in terms of the shape of coverage.
Examples of such exon coverages from the two real data samples are presented in the Supplementary Figure S1 .
DISCUSSION
All of the pipelines tested differentiate between real and modified coverage profiles in most of the cases. However, the efficiency of this classification varies by generator and by the shape of the profile. In particular, several pipelines such as M DA without normalization and M PP with density normalization have proven to be useful for finding the differences in more than one type of data generator.
One of the difficulties in applying the measures described in this article is that they do not have a predictable range and distribution of values. As can be seen in the Supplementary File S3, the measures without normalization especially, tend to have high values for those genomic regions where the coverage and its differences are high. This makes it difficult to combine the measures into heuristics by averaging or weighting. Still, their predictive value to find significant differences of expression remains. For this reason, the correlation check of d versus M was performed-as the ideal measure is also a linear one. In classic statics and optimization theory there are various test and formulae for measuring a goodness of fit of the functions such as Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. However in most cases they involve specific assumptions for instance about normality of the data or continuos domain, which do not hold in the case of coverage function.
There are several advantages of such novel problem formulation involving the use of these local measures that differentiate the samples in every region:
. it is possible to 'work with only partial information' about the sequencing experiment-i.e. the minimum analysis is a single region measured for two samples with no replicates. There is no global model needed [like in (2) (3) (4) ] to differentiate between the expression shapes in a region, i.e. there is no need to know the global number of reads in the samples. . For the above reason, the analysis 'does not need high processing power' to get the results. The complexity of computation is linear with the number of genes and linear with the average size of the region. There are no special memory requirements-it is possible to process a single region at a time in the same object slot. . it is 'platform independent' as there are no assumptions about the sequencing machine and mapping algorithm. Nevertheless, the methods may behave differently in the case of coverage shapes very different from those tested here and may need additional tuning. However, most RNA sequencing experiments seem to have similar shapes and similar artifacts of coverage. Further cross-platform research may be needed. . All the measures can point out the differences in the expressed regions, even when they cannot be spotted by the difference of counts, because the analysis of the shape is far more involved than just comparing two numbers. Cases where the count numbers are similar and coverage shapes are different are easy to spot in the data sets.
The pipelines and measures may be applicable in several critical applicability areas of RNA sequencing: Figure 7 . Heatmap for all the pipelines run on 3000 real exons. Rows represents pipelines, columns represent exonic regions, the color depicts the log2 of the difference between two real samples given by the specific pipeline.
. Significance search-for both well defined exons and newly discovered expressed regions. . In splicing analysis, the measures may be a base for algorithms of splicing assessment-eg. replace the exon expression proportion in the classic splicing index (18) . . The discrepancies in the results of the measures that cannot be explained by overlapping of exon variants may 'suggest novel transcription start/end sites' and, therefore, new isoforms. . The results of the pipelines may point out good and improper places to design the primers for a 'QPCR verification of RNA sequencing' results.
Additionally, the findings of this article could be applied to analyzing other types of sequencing data in transcriptomics, such as chip-seq or exome enrichment sequencing. In the case of chip-seq, there is already a publication considering the shape of coverage (19) , but it describes an unsupervised method for discovering the peaks.
Like the paper of Choe et al. (16) , this study gives indications as to which of the pipelines may be most useful for particular types of significance search. To avoid the controversy in testing the methods only with synthetic data (20) , semi-synthetic and real data have also been applied for the tests-showing that there is a link between the findings in all three approaches. The point of the experiments presented in this article is not just to show the best method, but by extensive data mining to understand the relationships between the biological phenomena of the transcriptome, coverage profiles splicing and their possible artifacts.
CONCLUSION
The article consists of problem formulation and, based upon it, experimental evaluation of a novel set of methods for RNA sequencing data analysis, using the comparison of coverage profiles in genomic regions. To show the utility of those methods, a considerable amount of statistical experiments have been performed.
The methodology may be applied to find transcript variants not limited to the well-known ones, and to be used for local searches for significant RNA expression difference. This is possible even in the case of those genomic sequences that do not have established annotation e.g. non-coding RNA. In the biological experiment context, it may be applied to find the exons with stable expression in order to define the QPCR primers. The further development of these methods may help in the research on constantly evolving and increasingly complex field of deciphering the transcriptional code of nature. SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
